REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS
CTSI/TREC Mentor Development Program

The CTSI Mentor Development Program, an NYU-HHC Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI) Training Research Education and Careers (TREC) program, has developed an innovative curriculum for training research faculty to become the next generation of effective clinical and translational mentors. The goal of this program is to help you improve your mentoring skills, to the benefit of both your own research program and future success of your trainees. Faculty dedicated to clinical and translational research are invited to apply for participation in the March to May Mentor Development Program (MDP).

The MDP, directed by Dr. Adina Kalet, was piloted with a small cohort of junior faculty mentors in the fall of 2010, and since then, the program has continued to grow and mentor four cohorts of junior faculty. Ten to twenty junior faculty, with the support of their Department Chairs, will be chosen to participate in the spring 2014 cohort.

For more information, please visit the MDP website at http://ctsi.med.nyu.edu/researcher-resources/training-and-education-trec-landing/training/mentor-development-program/mentors-

Application Process

Please complete the application via redcap (https://openredcap.nyumc.org/apps/redcap/surveys/?s=W4s8jB).

Deadline: Friday, January 24, 2014 at 3:00PM. You will be notified of your application status by Tuesday, January 28, 2014.

Tentative Seminar Topics Include

- Session 1: What is our role in Clinical Translational Research? What will it take?
- Session 2: Difficult issues in mentoring – discussing the “undiscussable”
- Session 3: Strategies for writing collaboratively
- Session 4: Defining the mentoring relationship and appreciating its rewards and challenges
- Session 5: Time Management
- Session 6: Theories of leadership: maps for mentoring/self-differentiation and attunement: a critical balance for mentors
- Session 7: Wrap-up and Peer Mentoring

Tentative Seminar Dates
(each seminar is approximately two hours in length, 10:00AM – 12:00PM)

Friday March 28        Friday April 4       Friday April 11
Friday May 2             Friday May 9       Friday May 16

Translating Research Into Better Health
Please direct all questions to the Program Coordinator, Jessica Stangel.